


Hello 
amazing 

hairdresser 

gorgeous

& most talented

Srsly you rock!



We are on the 
hunt for the best 

of the best



Talented professionals  
who think education in our

industry is 
kinda important



is a collaboration between 

The Fox & the Hair & Secret Salon Society 

We both share a passion for unpretentious, real education. 

We love discovering new talent & empowering people to show off their skills. 

We also love Social Media & know that's where everyone is at.  

The Secret Fox Education delivers monthly training to Salons all over the

globe at an affordable price, in an accessible way.  

THESecret



Why
we want

you!

wouldn't

(you are awesome AF)



You are talented. 
You are respected. 

You inspire your peers and are a role model. 
 

You are a rule breaker & a game changer 
 

But above all else, you know your shit



How
you can help



Every month we offer our network the opportunity to be educated. 
We deliver classes via a Facebook Live Tutorial, 

into our closed group. 

We love this style of delivery as it is accessible from any device any 
where, any time, and questions can be answered as they are asked. 

It is also organic and real. 

We are offering you the opportunity to showcase what you love 

to do, add to your body of work and contribute to the 

industry in a positive way. 



1. You tell us what you want to teach 
(we already know what you rock at) 

 
2. Together we set a time (3-4hours) & you find some models 

(willing participants/victims) 
 

3. We turn up at your salon & live stream into our group 
(using all our fancy equipment) 

 
4. You would then need to be available to answer Q's 

(for about a month)

The Steps



We provide the technical.  
You provide the talent. 



Where 
to from 
here?

(lets do this!)



We will be in touch 
 

to confirm your date soon
(stalk you on messenger)

(lock that shit in)



www.thesecretfox.com 
office@thesecretfox.com


